PROVISOIAL PROGRAM

Public Debate on

Innovative Education and Pedagogy Worldwide

13 May 2019, 17:30-19:00

(salon ViKos, 1 Odisseos str, Karaiskaki Square, Athens, Greece, near to metro Metaxourghio).

Head of the Public discussion

Ailson J. De Moraes, Ambassador COMinG & EDU2019 Leader & Lecturer, Royal Holloway School of Management, University of London, Egham, Surrey, UK

Speakers


2. Dr. Julia V. Clark, Ambassador COMinG & Program Director, Directorate for Education and Human Resources National Science Foundation, USA. Promoting Effective Teaching and Learning in the United States Through Pedagogical Innovations in STEM

3. Dr Fotini Diamantidaki, Vice President of Research and Academic Affairs & Lecturer in Education, UCL Institute of Education, University of London UK. British teacher education model

4. Alexander Ziegler, Program Director, Business Development for Training &Skills, IBM. Germany. New Collar and Badges: Building a bridge between educational institutions and the industry

5. Dr Bill Baker, Lecturer, University of Tasmania, College of Arts, Law and Education, School of Education, Australia. Transforming student experience using video and active learning

Description

Two strands:

1. The implementation of innovative and creative methods in teaching: New technologies and teaching across disciplines, the integration of Arts in to the curriculum, multimodality: Sharing successful models

2. Pedagogy and learning to teach: pedagogy is a very developed discipline worldwide. Nevertheless, this is not necessarily the case in Greece. Greece’s educational system focuses more on testing knowledge by centralized exams.

An insight into different teacher education models, discussion and sharing of views.

Main questions to be answered:

a. Which are the different Teacher Education models across the world? What is the impact of pedagogy in learning how to teach?

b. How can we best prepare our teachers to face the challenges in the classroom?

The working language will be English, without interpretation. This event is designed for academics, think tank experts, actors from organized civil society. This event is free of charge but pre-registration is required. If you are interested in participating, please send your name, email, profession/position and telephone number to Mrs Evi Naki at info@coming.gr